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Transparent, Anisotropic Biofilm with Aligned Bacterial 
Cellulose Nanofibers
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Cellulose nanofibrils are attractive as building blocks for advanced photonic, 
optoelectronic, microfluidic, and bio-based devices ranging from transistors 
and solar cells to fluidic and biocompatible injectable devices. For the first 
time, an ultrastrong and ultratough cellulose film, which is composed of 
densely packed bacterial cellulose (BC) nanofibrils with hierarchical fibril align-
ments, is successfully demonstrated. The molecular level alignment stems 
from the intrinsic parallel orientation of crystalline cellulose molecules pro-
duced by Acetobacter xylinum. These aligned long-chain cellulose molecules 
form subfibrils with a diameter of 2–4 nm, which are further aligned to form 
nanofibril bundles. The BC film yields a record-high tensile strength (≈1.0 GPa) 
and toughness (≈25 MJ m−3). Being ultrastrong and ultratough, yet the BC 
film is also highly flexible and can be folded into desirable shapes. The BC film 
exhibits a controllable manner of alignment and is highly transparent with 
modulated optical properties, paving the way to enabling new functionalities 
in mechanical, electrical, fluidic, photonics, and biocompatible applications.
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hydroxyl groups on the surface of cellulose 
nanofibrils enable its utilization in a wide 
range of bio-based devices and functional 
nanomaterials,[1b,e,3] and as a biodegrad-
able template for the synthesis of bio-
materials with tailored functionality.[4] 
However, the cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) 
are often randomly distributed in the 
final products, which greatly limits their 
mechanical strength and restricts its real-
istic range of application.

CNF are made of aligned cellulose 
molecular chains at the molecular scale, 
achieving high strength ranging from 1.6 
to 3.0 GPa for a single cellulose fibril.[5] 
However, alignment at a larger scale (fiber 
level) still presents great challenges. The 
current techniques for making CNF films 
typically result in fibrils with random ori-
entation,[6] which limits their mechanical 

properties. For typical nanostructured materials including metal 
nanowires, graphene, carbon nanotube, and polycrystalline 
nanoscale units, it has been well-demonstrated that alignment 
(ordered structure) is important for achieving better mechanical 
properties.[7] Consequently, in order to explore the full potential 
of cellulose fibril and to obtain exceptional mechanical proper-
ties to enable new functionalities in optoelectronic, microflu-
idic, and biocompatible devices, it is highly desirable to obtain a 
controllable manner to accomplish high quality fibril alignment 
in a scalable process. However, alignment on the microscale 
still presents great challenges and has been rarely achieved in 
CNFs. CNFs have been mainly manufactured from plants, in 
which the other components such as lignin and hemicellu-
lose need to be removed by chemical treatment beforehand.[8] 
Chemical, enzymatic, or mechanical pretreatments need to 
be applied for CNF purification.[9] During those processes, 
the natural fibril alignment and the integration of crystalline 
cellulose chains are unavoidably lost with largely weakened 
mechanical properties.[10] To fully explore the possible appli-
cations including optoelectronics, fluidic, and biodevices, it is 
highly desirable to obtain controllable alignment of high-quality 
intact cellulose chains while maintaining the original proper-
ties of cellulose fibrils.

In this work, we use quantitative stretching to control the 
degree of alignment of bacterial cellulose (BC) fibrils. We have 
successfully produced transparent biofilms with hierarchical 
structural alignment. Our aligned BC film exhibits a record 
high strength, surpassing that of all-cellulose based paper, 

Anisotropic Biofilms

1. Introduction

Cellulose is the most abundant organic material on earth, 
and has been ubiquitously used in daily life for thousands of 
years as information media. Recently, the utilization of strong 
and transparent cellulose films has found new advanced 
functionalities in emerging applications. With their unique 
microstructures, cellulose fibrils exhibit promising potential 
as alternative eco-friendly substrates for electronics, photonic, 
and energy storage devices.[1] Cellulose is also a highly bio-
compatible material, which can serve as an ideal scaffold for 
wearable or even injectable devices.[2] The inherent abundant 
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and even other types of randomly oriented or aligned fibrils 
including organic cross-linked polymers.[11] The ultrastrong 
and ultratough BC film is also of high flexibility and can be 
folded into complex shapes, a highly desirable but often hard 
to achieve combination of superb mechanical properties. More-
over, our BC film has tunable optical properties owing to its 
intact molecular level alignment and increased crystallization, 
proven superior over the typical cellulose-based transparent 
papers derived from plants. We demonstrate that the aligned 
BC film can yield anisotropic optical properties, which can be 
tailored by tuning the wet-drawing strain level. The unique 
tunable anisotropic optical functionality along with its ultra-
high strength and toughness yet high flexibility positions our 
BC biofilm as a promising candidate for future applications in 
structural materials, flexible electronics, and photonics.

2. Results and Discussion

As shown in Figure 1, acetobacter xylium extrudes BC nanofi-
brils with high crystallinity that are naturally aligned at the 
molecular scale. The cellulose chains tend to orient themselves 
in the planar direction of the film and form aligned subfibrils. 
The cellulose nanofibrils are composed of an aligned bundle of 
subfibrils. The original BC nanofibrils in a wet membrane are 
randomly distributed. By applying a direct drawing, an align-
ment ranging from nanoscale to microscale can be achieved in 
the same direction as the molecular alignment direction. The 
atomic force microscope (AFM) images clearly indicate that 
the BC nanofibrils in the BC network become highly oriented 
along the stretching direction. With maximized alignment 
area between long and intact nanofibrils, the toughness and 
strength of the BC film are greatly increased simultaneously, 
a highly desirable feature given that these two mechanical 

properties are often mutually exclusive (e.g., the stronger, the 
less tougher).[11,12] Consequently, we demonstrated that our BC 
film can be made into an origami plane (Figure 1).

In a typical experiment, as-grown BC pellicles (Figure S1a,b, 
Supporting Information) were purified and then cut into a rec-
tangular shape of size 20 mm × 70 mm (Figure S1c, Supporting 
Information). Then BC films with different wet-drawing strains 
were obtained by a novel developed fully stretching method. 
Herein, the wet-drawing strain is defined as the percentage 
ratio between the stretching-induced length increase value and 
the length of the original wet BC film (Figure S2, Supporting 
Information). It is found that the maximum wet-drawing strain 
that could be achieved without failure of the structural integrity 
is around 20% (Figure S3, Supporting Information). The failure 
of cellulose network structure after strain at 20% can be ascribed 
to the damage of tightly entangled nanofibrils resulting from 
the tension force during wet-drawing process. To overcome 
the disadvantage of alignment by only stretching using ten-
sile machine, we developed a novel step to improve the align-
ment degree. After stretching to 20% wet-drawing strain, the 
stretched BC films were repeatedly shaken to loosen the entan-
gled cellulose nanofibrils and homogenize the alignment in the 
transverse direction and then stretched again, thus increasing 
the alignment of the resulting products. Hence, BC films with 
30% and 40% wet-drawing strain were prepared. To confirm the 
effectiveness of the developed methods, the surface morpholo-
gies of BC nanocellulose films with different wet-drawing strain 
were observed by field emission scanning electron microscope 
(FE-SEM) (Figure 2a–d). The original BC film contains ran-
domly distributed nanofibrils with a diameter of around 30 nm 
(Figure 2a), which is the typical size of bundled elementary 
fibrils.[12b] The 20% wet-stretched BC film (Figure 2b) shows 
an increasing amount of aligned BC nanofibrils. After further 
increasing the wet-drawing strain to 30% (Figure 2c), more 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the formation of an ultrastrong and ultratough cellulose film. Acetobacter xylinum produces cellulose chains with high crystal-
linity that are aligned on the molecular level, which are further aligned to form subfibrils with a diameter of 2–4 nm. The BC fibril bundles have a diam-
eter of 20–100 nm in the original film and result from a self-assembling of subfibrils. The film morphology and multiscale alignment is well preserved 
which results in an ultrastrong, ultratough, and flexible cellulose film. Thus, our BC film can be folded into an origami plane.
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aligned nanofibrils are observed while the original network 
structure can be barely recognized. When the BC pellicle is 
wet-stretched under 40% strain, a few wrinkles appear that are 
parallel to each other, showing a well aligned structure at the 
microscale (Figure S4, Supporting Information).

At high magnification, SEM imaging clearly shows that indi-
vidual BC nanofibrils become densely packed and are aligned 
parallel to each other, leading to the complete disappearance of 
the original random network structure (Figure 2d). The mor-
phology of the resulting BC film was also characterized by AFM 
(Figure S5, Supporting Information), which confirms the fibril 

alignment observed in FE-SEM images. The cross-section mor-
phologies of the nonstretched and stretched films are investi-
gated by FE-SEM (Figure 2e,f). A layered structure is apparent 
in the original BC film (Figure 2e). After 40% stretching, cel-
lulose starts to appear in the form of fibril bundles (Figure 2f), 
indicating the formation of strong hydrogen bonding between 
the highly aligned nanofibrils during the wet-stretching pro-
cess. The side view of 40% wet-drawn sample along the 
stretching direction clearly shows the well-aligned nanofibrils 
structure (Figure 2g), confirming the successful improvement 
using our developed method.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1707491

Figure 2. Images and diffractograms of nonstretched and stretched BC films. a–d) SEM images of the surface of 0%, 20%, 30%, and 40% wet-drawn 
BC films. e,f) Cross-sectional images of nonstretched and 40% wet-drawn BC films perpendicular to the stretching direction. Cellulose microfibril bun-
dles are observed in the 40% BC film, resulting from the strong hydrogen bonding between highly aligned nanofibrils formed during the wet-drawing 
process. g) Side view of 40% wet-drawn BC film parallel to the stretching direction. h–k) WAXS diffractograms of 0%, 20%, 30%, and 40% strain wet-
drawn BC films. The vertical arcs become brighter with higher wet-drawing strain level, indicating an increasing alignment of the cellulose nanofibrils.
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Inside the aligned fiber bundles, the nanoscale alignment 
after drying has been well preserved, as indicated by the wide-
angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) results (Figure 2h–k), in which 
the incoming X-ray beam is perpendicular to the surface of BC 
films. The diffractogram of the original BC film shows three 
intense arcs on the equator, suggesting that a low degree of ori-
entation exists in the original BC film (Figure 2h), which may 
be caused by shrinkage during drying.[8a] At higher strain, the 
arcs near the vertical polar axis become brighter (Figure 2i–k), 
indicating an increasing amount of alignment of the cellulose 
nanofibrils. In addition, a macroscopic alignment of BC nanofi-
brils is confirmed by the gradual deformation of the small angle 
X-ray scattering (SAXS) 2D patterns (from 0% to 40% strain) 
(Figure S6, Supporting Information).

The tensile strength and toughness of our BC films 
that undergo different stretching levels are tested 
(Figure 3a, Table 1). The morphologies of the fracture surface 

of nonstretched and 40% wet-drawn BC films are shown in 
Figure 3b,c. A loose and porous structure is presented in the 
cross-sectional image of the original BC film with a small 
number of cellulose nanofibers pulled out from the broken 
film (Figure 3b). Such loose and porous fracture surface 
suggests a weak hydrogen bonding between the randomly 
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Figure 3. Superb mechanical properties of BC films: ultrastrong and tough yet highly foldable. a) Stress–strain curves of BC films before and after 
stretching. The inset photographs show the morphology of the original and 40% wet-drawing BC films at break. b,c) Cross-sectional images of fracture 
surfaces of as-grown and 40% wet-drawn BC film, respectively. d) A density plot of BC film under different wet–drawing strains. e) Comparison of tensile 
strength of pure cellulose-based papers. A record-high strength up to 1.0 GPa was obtained for our 40% stretched BC film. f) Specific tensile strength 
of aligned BC film compared with novel lightweight and strong metallic alloys. g) The scaling law of simultaneous increase in toughness and strength 
of our BC films, which sharply contrasts with conventional material behaviors. The result of this study is shown in red stars. h,i) A photograph shows a 
paper airplane made with 40% wet-drawing BC film (h), and the film after unfolding (i), as can be clearly observed, the folding line is almost invisible, 
indicating truly foldable properties. The error bars denote one standard deviation of the mean in (e,f).

Table 1. Mechanical properties of as-prepared BC films under different 
wet-drawing strains.

Wet-drawing 
strain [%]

Strain at 
break [%]

Young’s 
modulus [GPa]

Tensile 
strength [MPa]

Toughness 
[MJ m−3]

0 3.4 11.4 194.4 3.8

20 3.4 40.4 327.4 6.6

30 4.2 40.5 684.5 16.2

40 4.4 48.1 1005.3 24.7
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oriented fibrils, resulting in a low mechanical tensile strength. 
In sharp contrast, as shown in the cross-sectional surface 
image of the 40% stretched BC film (Figure 3c), a much denser 
fracture surface with a large number of cellulose nanofibers 
pulled out from the broken film can be observed. The tensile 
stretching induces nanoscale alignment of the nanofibrils 
and forms densely packed microfibril bundles, indicating the 
strong interaction (mainly refers to hydrogen bonding here) 
among the cellulose nanofibers. This can be further confirmed 
by the optical microscope observation (Figure S7, Supporting 
Information).

The densities of BC film under 0%, 20%, 30%, and 40% 
wet-drawing strain are 0.64 g cm−3, 0.88 g cm−3, 1.14 g cm−3, 
and 1.18 g cm−3, respectively (Figure 3d), indicating an 
increasing fibril density upon stretching. Apparently, tensile 
strength, modulus, and toughness increase significantly with 
increasing wet-drawing strain. For the nonstretched BC film, 
the tensile strength is 194.4 MPa, which is consistent with the 
values reported in previously work.[12] The exceptional mechan-
ical properties of the unstretched BC film are associated with 
highly crystalline cellulose from bacterial biosynthesis. Interest-
ingly, the mechanical properties of the BC film can be further 
enhanced with increasing structural alignment. When pre-
stretched to 20% strain, the aligned BC film shows a signifi-
cantly improved tensile strength (327.4 MPa) as well as tough-
ness (6.6 MJ m−3), which are 1.7 times, and 1.7 times those of 
the original one, respectively. Upon further increasing the wet-
drawing strain, a decrease of stress is clearly observed in the 
wet BC pellicle, indicating the damage of cellulose nanofibrils 
in the wet BC network structure (Figure S3, Supporting Infor-
mation). Further confirmed by a recent publication, aligned 
BC array with a maximum tensile strength of 260.4 MPa at 
20% wet-drawing strain was produced by a combination of 
PDMS grating substrate-guided BC growth and wet-stretching 
methods.[13] However, using our well-developed design of 
shaking and further deforming after the initial machine 
stretching, a larger wet-drawing strain (40%) is obtained. The 
potential reason for this result is that entangled nanofibrils 
become loose during shaking, which can allow for further 
alignment through additional stretching, avoiding early frac-
ture of the cellulose nanofibrils. Notably, for 40% stretched BC 
film, the tensile strength can be up to a record-high 1.005 GPa. 
To our best knowledge, this is the strongest of any all-cellulose 
films reported so far, rendering it a biocompatible ultrastrong 
cellulose substrate.

Interestingly, a higher wet-drawing strain level leads to an  
increase in strength and modulus along with improved tough-
ness (Table 1). Under increasing wet-drawing strain from 
0% to 40%, tensile strength increases from 194.4 MPa to 
1.005 GPa, Young’s modulus increases from 11.4 to 48.1 GPa, 
and toughness increases from 3.8 to 24.7 MJ m−3. Our 40% 
BC film exhibits a maximum tensile strength, up to ≈1.0 GPa 
(Table 1), and the average value is 955 ± 71 MPa, a record-
high strength compared with other all-cellulose based papers 
(Figure 3e; Table S1, Supporting Information).[14] The tensile 
strength for 40% wet-drawing BC film is even higher than 
those of previously reported studies including 40% drawing 
cellulose nanopapers from wood cellulose nanofibrils (428 ±  
15 MPa),[14c] CNF filaments prepared by hydrodynamic alignment 

(490 ± 86 MPa),[15] CNF filaments prepared from wood cellulose 
nanofibrils (321 MPa),[16] bioplastics obtained from microcrystal-
line cellulose and edible vegetable waste (Figure S8, Supporting 
Information),[17] electrospun axially aligned cellulose fiber mats 
(Figure S9, Supporting Information),[18]  and aligned BC films.[13,19]

Recently, macroscopic CNF ribbon was fabricated by 
aligning cellulose nanofibrils grafted with polyethylene glycol 
via stretching. However, time-consuming steps were required 
before achieving nanofibrils alignment by stretching.[11] 
Aligned BC arrays were produced by BC guided growth by 
gating substrate and additional stretching methods.[13,19b] A 
maximum tensile strength of 260.4 MPa under wet-stretching 
strain 20% was reported, which increased by 256% in compar-
ison to original BC pellicles.[13] The above-mentioned stretching 
is typically achieved using a tensile testing machine, which 
typically leads to the early fracture of regional cellulose nanofi-
brils due to the inhomogeneous alignment along the transverse 
direction. Thus it gave rise to a low wet-stretching strain (20%), 
which reduces the degree of alignment of the cellulose nanofi-
brils and the mechanical properties of the resulting products. 
Furthermore, we also compare the specific tensile strength 
of the present study with selected metallic alloys of high spe-
cific strength (Figure 3f).[20] Interestingly, the specific tensile 
strength of our aligned BC is as high as 809 ± 60 MPa g−1 cm3, 
which is even higher than that of newly developed low-density 
alloys. Our obtained value is 4.5 times, 4.4 times, 3.3 times, and 
3.6 times that of aluminum alloy 2000 (179 MPa g−1 cm3),[20a] 
Fe-Al-Mn-C alloy (183 MPa g−1 cm3),[20b] titanium alloy 
(244 MPa g−1 cm3),[20c] and lightweight high-specific-strength 
steel (227 MPa g−1 cm3),[20d] respectively.

It is noteworthy that typical cellulose-based films exhibit 
an inverse correlation between strength and toughness 
(Figure 3g).[14b] In sharp contrast, our BC film exhibits an 
increasing strength along with an increasing toughness. This 
simultaneous rise in toughness and strength with increasing web-
drawing strain can be understood as follows. On one hand, an 
increasing wet-drawing strain leads to a higher packing density of 
the resulting BC film. As a result, the defect size and density due 
to misalignment of BC nanofibrils decrease, which in turn lead 
to a significantly enhanced tensile strength. On the other hand, a 
BC film with a higher web-drawing strain has much more aligned 
BC nanofibrils as well as a higher packing density. Both features 
contribute to significantly increased interaction area between cel-
lulose nanofibrils, allowing for facile re-formation of hydrogen 
bonding between neighboring cellulose nanofibrils during 
stretching and thus leading to a much increased toughness of 
the BC film.[21] Note that the anomalous but desirable scaling 
behavior of strength and toughness of BC films in this study 
results from increasing fibril alignment, different from a previous 
report in which such a scaling law in cellulose films originates 
from decreasing fibril diameter.[21] Although wood CNF papers 
typically exhibit good flexibility, a CNF paper with foldability is 
still a challenge. Here, we have demonstrated that our BC film is 
truly foldable and can be folded into an origami plane (Figure 3h). 
Upon unfolding, the BC film does not show visible degradation 
(Figure 3i), showing its tough and flexible properties.

Note that the stability of cellulose-based film against 
humidity or water is critical for some practical applications. In 
this context, we further carried out water uptake experiments. 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1707491
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We immersed those films into water, or put them in humidity 
chamber with humidity of 20% and 80%. After stabilization at 
each humidity condition, we then measured their water absorp-
tion capacity by calculating the mass of absorbed water per unit 
mass of dry films. Additionally, we have compared the water 
absorption capacities of those films with that of common paper. 
As shown in Figure S10 (Supporting Information), when put 
in water, all four BC films show lower water absorption than 
the normal printing paper. Comparing the four BC films, the 
sample with a higher wet-drawing stain exhibits a lower water 
absorption content, which we ascribe to the denser structure of 
the higher wet-drawing BC film. When the humidity becomes 
lower, the water absorption content significantly decreases to 
a relatively low value, similar to the recently reported work.[17] 
Our results show that the 40% BC film is much more stable 
than normal printing paper when exposed to water.

We have also carried out mechanical tensile tests for our BC 
biofilms after conditioning under a high relative humidity of 
80%, and compared the results to our previous results obtained 
in a low relative humidity of 40%. As shown in Figure S11 
(Supporting Information), at both humidity conditions, the ten-
sile strength increased with increasing wet-drawn strain. When 
comparing the mechanical tensile strength obtained at different 
humidity levels, we can observe that higher relative humidity 
(80%) conditioning slightly decreases the tensile strengths of 
all four samples, which should be attributed to the increased 
water absorption in a higher humidity condition. Higher water 
content will weaken the connection (mainly refers to hydrogen 
bonding here) between the cellulose nanofibers, thus leading to 
a lower mechanical strength.

To qualitatively shed light on the underlying mechanism 
of the superb mechanical properties of the highly aligned BC 
film, we have performed molecular dynamics simulations on 
a scaled-down model, which contains well-aligned cellulose 
chains, randomly-dispersed cellulose chains, and aligned short 
chains (see Figure S12 in the Supporting Information for mod-
eling details). The length of each constituent cellulose chain in 
the aligned-short model is about half of that of the aforemen-
tioned well-aligned model. This is to simulate the situation for 
cellulose fibrils extracted from plants. The cellulose nanofibrils 
become shorter than the original ones because of chemical 
treatment and high shear forces that take place during the 
pulping and defibrillation processes.[22] We have computed the 
averaged virial stress of each atom in the system for these three 
model systems. The stress–strain curves (Figure 4a) clearly 
show that the well-aligned model exhibits both strength and 
toughness that are exceptionally higher than those of the ran-
domly aligned model. For example, the maximum stress in the 
well-aligned model (Figure 4a, red line) is 1.92 times that of 
the random model (Figure 4a, black line). The toughness (area 
underneath the stress–strain curve) in the well-aligned model is 
10.3 times that of the random model. The simulation also shows 
that both the maximum stress and toughness in the aligned-
short model decreases compared to that of the model with 
longer chains. For example, the maximum stress and tough-
ness in the aligned model with longer chains (red line) are 1.84 
times and 4.48 times those of the aligned model with shorter 
chains (purple line), respectively. This confirms that BC aligned 
fibril films can exhibit much better mechanical properties than 

paper made from cellulose extracted from plants. The decrease 
in the maximum stress as the chain length decreases can 
be understood as follows. In a well-aligned model, there is a 
maximized number of interfaces at which individual cellulose 
chains could slide over each other. We assume the initial con-
tact length (assuming hydrogen-bonded) between two cellu-
lose chains is L, the hydrogen bonding energy per length is λ,  
the hydrogen bonding interfacial shear strength per length is γ.  
Considering the breaking and reforming of hydrogen bonds, 
the energy dissipated to separate these two chains in a sliding 
mode is proportional to 

0
dl

L

∫ λ , and the maximum force during 
sliding is proportional to γL. For a well-aligned model with 
longer chains, L is typically larger, and therefore results in an 
increase in both strength and toughness.

A further investigation on the deformation trajectory 
(Figures S13 and S14, Supporting Information) reveals the 
structural contributions leading to such a significant difference 
in mechanical properties. The initial models of well-aligned, 
randomly dispersed, and aligned short cellulose chains are 
shown (Figure 4b–d, top view). On one hand, the well-aligned 
model (Figure 4e) could induce a maximized number of inter-
faces at which each individual cellulose chain could slide over 
each other, an advantage that the random and aligned-short 
(Figure 4f,g) models do not possess. The sliding is resisted by 
the need to break hydrogen bonds. With more of these inter-
faces, the structure as a whole can distribute higher mechanical 
load, leading to an enhanced strength. We have found in our 
simulations that under the same equilibrated pressure, the 
well-aligned structure has the smallest specific volume (thus 
the highest density, in agreement with experimental results), 
which further suggests a higher packing efficiency of these 
well-aligned cellulose chains that could maximize the number 
of inter-chain hydrogen bonding interfaces.

The anisotropic microstructure of the BC biofilm with multi-
scale alignment of high aspect ratio cellulose can lead to ani-
sotropic optical properties. To validate this, we measure the 
optical properties of the four BC biofilms with various degrees 
of alignment. As can be clearly observed, the anisotropic struc-
tures in the BC film that underwent different amounts of strain 
(0%, 20%, 30%, and 40%) lead to tunable anisotropic optical 
properties (Figure 5). The light scattering setup (Figure S15, 
Supporting Information) shows that a single mode laser with 
an emission wavelength of 532 nm (Thorlabs, Inc.) was first 
collimated with an ≈200 µm spot size before perpendicular 
illumination of the samples. For the nonstretched BC film, 
the transmission pattern rapidly diverges in the x and y direc-
tions due to its isotropic scattering in the cross-sectional plane 
of light propagation. While the incoming light spot follows the 
standard Gaussian distribution, the full width at half maximum 
of the transmitted light spot remains the same in both the x 
and y directions. The scattering effect is isotropic in the light 
propagation cross-section plane for the nonstretched BC film 
(Figure 5a). On the other hand, 20%, 30%, and 40% stretched 
BC yield highly anisotropic optical transmission (Figure 5b–d) 
with rapidly diverging light intensity in the y direction (the BC 
fibrils are aligned along the x direction).

The light intensity distribution in both the x and y direction 
of the 2D plane perpendicular to the light propagation direction 
(z direction) was plotted respectively. The nanofibrils in the 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1707491
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nonstretched BC film are oriented randomly. The resulting 
scattered light thus exhibits a Gaussian-like distribution with a 
similar scattering angle in both the x and y directions. On the 
other hand, the stretched BC fibrils are highly aligned in the  
x direction, yielding a discrete index variation in the y direction. 
An increasingly traverse-expanded beam is observed in the  
y direction with a larger scattering angle upon higher stretching 
level (Figure 5b–d). This results from the strong light diffrac-
tion by densely packed and aligned BC fibrils. A general trend 
is observed that higher wet-drawing strain leads to a higher 
anisotropy (Figure 5e,f). Interestingly, different scattering pat-
terns can be achieved by stacking two layers of wet-drawn BC 
films, exhibiting great promise in optical applications with tun-
able light transmission patterns (Figure 5g). In addition to the 
anisotropic behavior of optical properties, we also investigated 
the total transmittance and optical transmittance haze of the 

original and 40% wet-drawn BC samples using an integrated 
sphere and UV–vis Spectrometer Lambda 35 (PerkinElmer, 
USA). Both the original and stretched films show high trans-
mittance (91% at 800 nm) covering the entire visible wave-
length ranging from 400 to 800 nm (Figure 5h,i). The haze for 
40% stretched sample is twice that of the original one (0%), 
indicating a large scattering effect across the fibril alignment 
direction. To directly observe the unique imaging effect of the 
BC film with controllable alignment, we have put a 0% BC film 
and a 40% BC film on top of a grid pattern (Figure S16, Sup-
porting Information). When placed directly on top, the vertical 
and parallel lines can be clearly observed. When placed just 
1 cm above, the grids become blurry for the 0% BC film. In 
comparison, the vertical lines shown through the 40% BC film 
are clearer than the parallel lines owning to the anisotropic 
scattering effect. Our developed BC film exhibits a controllable 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 28, 1707491

Figure 4. Molecular dynamic simulations on well-aligned, randomly-dispersed, and aligned short cellulose chains. a) Averaged virial stress per atom 
calculated from MD simulations as a function of the strain applied to the simulation box. The red, purple, and black lines correspond to well-aligned 
cellulose chains models, aligned cellulose short chains model, and random cellulose chains models, respectively. Red line corresponds to an aligned 
model whose cellulose chain length is about half of that of the other aligned model (purple line). b–d) Initial model on aligned (b), random (c), and 
aligned-short (d) cellulose chains. Dashed boxes show the corresponding hydrogen bonding areas. e) Deformation snapshots of the well-aligned model 
at a strain of 0.25. Four periodic images are patched together for visual assistance. The tensile strain is applied horizontally. f) Deformation snapshots 
of the randomly aligned model at a strain of 0.25. g) Deformation snapshots of the aligned short fibril model at a strain of 0.25.
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manner of light management, which can function as a light dif-
fuser with high optical transmittance where the distribution of 
light can be modulated. Large directional scattering was real-
ized which can help cast an evenly distributed light along a 
desirable direction or following a desirable shape.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we report a transparent BC film via hierarchical 
alignment from molecular level crystalline cellulose chain 
alignment to microscale level fibrils bundle alignment. The 
intrinsic superb properties of the cellulose fibrils have been 
largely preserved and a high level of alignment is obtained. This 
contributes to a maximized interaction area of long chain cellu-
lose fibrils and an efficient reformation of hydrogen bonding 
upon stretching, exhibiting a desirable scaling law of being 
simultaneously stronger and tougher. The resulting super-
aligned BC film showed a record-high tensile strength, up to 
1.0 GPa, and an ultrahigh toughness of 24.7 MJ m−3, both of 
which are the highest among previously demonstrated all-cel-
lulose based flexible paper, and thereby can find use in safety-
critical applications where catastrophic device failure needs to 
be prevented. Our foldable BC film exhibits an extremely high 
specific tensile strength of 852 MPa g−1 cm3, which is even 

stronger than titanium alloys. The aligned BC film also exhibits 
a broadband high transparency covering the entire visible 
range with the capability of wide range optical modulation. The 
ultrastrong and tough yet highly flexible and transparent BC 
films with added optical properties can find a range of potential 
applications in lightweight devices, structural materials, and 
optoelectronics.

4. Experimental Section
Materials Preparation: Bacterial cellulose was produced by the 

bacterial Acetobacter xylinum (strain ATCC 1765), which was inoculated 
into 15 mL of a Hestrin and Schramm (HS) medium in a beaker at 30 °C 
in a rotary shaker. The inoculum contained 20.0 g L−1 glucose, 5.0 g L−1 
peptone, 5.0 g L−1 yeast extract, 2.7 g L−1 Na2HPO4, and 1.5 g L−1 citric 
acid. Before culturing, the medium was autoclaved at 121 °C for 15 min. 
A pellicle of bacterial cellulose was obtained after incubation in static 
state at 30 °C for 7 d. The as-prepared bacterial cellulose was soaked 
into 0.5 mol L−1 sodium hydroxide solution and then washed to a pH of 
7.0 with a substantial amount of deionized water to eliminate residual 
dead cells and chemicals.

BC Films Fabrication: BC films were prepared by cutting a piece of 
purified BC pellicle into a rectangular shape of size 20 mm × 70 mm, 
then wet-drawn using a Tinius Olsen H25KT testing machine at a 
crosshead speed of 1 mm min−1 with a gauge length of 60 mm until 
the strain of the sample reached 20%. Subsequently, the 20% wet-drawn 

Figure 5. Characterization of tunable optical properties of BC films. a–d) Light scattering effect of BC films stretched to 0%, 20%, 30%, and 40% strain, 
respectively. The anisotropic light scattering effect is due to the formation of highly aligned BC fibrils structures. e,f) Angle-dependent scattering spectra 
intensity plots for 0% and 40% wet-drawing films. g) Light scattering effects of two pieces of 40% wet-stretched BC films stacked at different cross 
angles. The white dashed lines are drawn as a visual guide. h,i) Broadband transmittance and haze measurement of the original and stretched BC films.
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samples were unloaded from the tensile testing machine, shaken 
repeatedly, and further stretched to achieve higher wet-drawing strain 
by loosening the entangled cellulose nanofibrils, and homogenizing 
degree of alignment in the transverse direction. Hence films with wet-
drawn strain of 30% and 40% were obtained. The wet-drawn samples 
were placed in between layers of filter papers and hot pressed at 60 °C 
for 24 h using a Carver press machine. For comparison purposes, the 
original BC films (0%) were prepared in the same manner by processing 
from a piece of the same BC pellicle.

Measurements and Characterization: The morphology was examined at 
the surface of the original BC films and the wet-drawn BC films using 
AFM and FE-SEM. The FE-SEM experiment was conducted with a 
Hitachi SU-70 SEM working at an acceleration voltage (10 kV) and short 
working distance (7 mm). The cross-section samples were prepared by 
immersion in liquid nitrogen followed by fracture of nonstretched BC 
films.

An Asylum Research Cypher S microscope equipped with an ARC2 
SPM controller operated in tapping mode was used for the AFM 
experimental measurements. The cantilever was an Olympus AC160TS 
probe with a natural frequency near 292.1 kHz, which was driven with a 
free oscillation amplitude of ≈43 nm and a 67% setpoint. The nominal 
force constant is 26 N m−1. The samples were directly attached to 
magnetic stubs using adhesive tape and scanned in the microscope. 
Topographic (height) images were recorded.

Wide-angle X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku RAPID II  
equipped with a curved detector manufactured by Rigaku Americas 
Corp using CuKα radiation (λ = 0.1541 nm) at an operating tube 
voltage of 40 kV and tube current of 30 mA. 2D diffraction patterns 
were recorded by mounting BC samples perpendicular with respect 
to the incident beam. Data conversion and analysis were processed 
through Rigaku software packages 2DP (version 1.0.3.4) and PDXL 2 
(version 2.0.3.0).

Tensile tests of the samples were performed using a Tinius Olsen 
H25KT testing machine. Specimens of ≈3 mm width were tested at 
a gauge length of 25 mm and a cross-head speed of 5 mm min−1. 
All specimens were conditioned at a relative humidity of 40% for 
48 h at 23 °C before testing. The Young’s modulus was determined 
as the slope at low strain and the tensile strength was determined as 
the stress at specimen breakage. Toughness was defined as the work 
required to achieve fracture and was calculated as the area under the 
stress–strain curve.[23] The density of the BC film was determined by 
dividing the sample weight by the sample volume as measured by a 
digital caliper.

For SAXS experiments, a Xenocs Xeuss system having a 3D beam 
generator with Cu Kα X-ray radiation with a wavelength of 1.5418 Å  
(GeniX, Xenocs SA, France) was used. The 2D scattering data 
were collected with a 300 K Dectris Pliatus detector (pixel size of 
172 µm × 172 µm). The sample-to-detector distance was 196.511 mm.

For water uptake measurements, the water content of all samples was 
initially calculated. All samples were weighed on a sensitive electronic 
balance and then weighed again after drying at 105 °C for 4 h. The 
water content of samples was defined as the mass change per the oven 
dried mass of the sample. Afterward, all BC films and printing paper 
were weighed and then conditioned in a 20% or 80% relative humidity 
chamber at room temperature. After 24 h in the chamber, all samples 
were weighed again. To measure the water absorption, the samples 
were weighed and then immersed in a large amount of water at room 
temperature for 30 min. Afterward, the samples were weighed again. The 
amount of water adsorption (absorption) was calculated based on the 
gained mass per over mass of the sample.

Light transmittance of the BC samples was measured using a 
visible spectrophotometer (CARY 50 Bio, Varian) with a wavelength 
range of 400 to 800 nm. A 532 nm single mode DJ532-10 laser 
(Thorlabs, Inc.) was used as the incoming light source with 
stabilized output power. The laser was collimated first with a spot 
size around 200 µm before perpendicularly illuminating the samples. 
The Gaussian beam quickly diverged after propagating through the 
transparent BC films.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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BC pellicle fabrication.  

 

Figure S1. Through a fermentation process (a) a large piece of purified BC pellicle (b) with 99.4% of water 

content can be large-scale generated, which greatly reduces the cost for the production of transparent and ultra-

strong film. BC transparent films are prepared by cutting a piece of purified BC pellicle into a rectangular shape 

of size 20 mm × 70 mm (c), then wet-drawn until the strain of the sample reached 20%, 30%, and 40%, 

respectively.  
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Stretching test setup 

A schematic of the stretching process is shown in Figure S2 (a). The wet-drawing strain is defined as the 

percentage of length difference before and after drawing divided by the initial length of the BC pellicle. Figure 

S2 (b) shows a strip of BC pellicle (20 mm×70 mm) mounted between two grips. The bottom grip is fixed on 

the base and the top grip can be displaced up and down. After stretching, a wide BC strip becomes narrower and 

longer. 

 

Figure S2. (a) Schematic of the stretching process and the definition of wet-drawing strain. (b) A BC pellicle is 

mounted between two grips, then becomes longer and narrower due to stretching caused by upward motion of 

the top grip. 
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Mechanical performance of wet BC pellilces  

 

Figure S3. Stress-strain curve for wet BC pellicle. A BC pellicle with a width of 2 cm was stretched using a 

tensile test machine at a gauge length of 60 mm. A maximum wet-drawing strain of around 20% was observed 

before fracture of the cellulose nanofibrils. 
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SEM image of 40% stretched BC film at a low magnification.  

 
Figure S4. FE–SEM image of the surface of the 40% stretched BC film exhibiting an aligned pattern. The BC 

film is made from cutting and stretching the purified BC pellicle shown in Figure S1.  
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AFM images of BC films before and after alignment.  

The surface morphologies of the resulting BC films under different wet-drawing strain levels are further 

analyzed by AFM (Figure S5). The as-grown BC film (0% in Figure S5) shows an isotropic structure, which is 

composed of randomly distributed nanofibrils. As for the 20% stretched sample, an increased degree of 

nanofibril orientation can be observed. Upon further increasing the drawing level, a well-aligned structure is 

clearly observed (30%, and 40% in Figure S5). As can be seen, the 40% stretched sample clearly shows a 

preferential orientation of the highly-aligned nanofibrils in the drawing direction.  

 

Figure S5. Typical AFM height images of BC films surfaces under 0%, 20%, 30%, and 40% wet-drawing 

strain, respectively, illustrating the increasing alignment with higher wet-drawing strain. 
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SAXS 2D patterns of BC films before and after alignment.  

The original BC film shows a ring diffraction pattern, demonstrating a random structure. Upon increasing wet-

drawing strain, the 2D diffraction patterns are deformed more and more, suggesting an alignment at the 

microscopic level, which is consistent with the previous SEM results. 

 

Figure S6. SAXS images of BC films before and after alignment. Typical SAXS patterns obtained for BC films 

under 0%, 20%, 30%, and 40% wet-drawing strain. The gradual deformation of 2D patterns (from 0% to 40%) 

indicates a clear trend of increasing alignment.  
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Fracture surface of aligned BC film 

Figure S7 shows the morphology of BC fibers on the fracture surface of 40% wet-drawing BC film after 

stretching test. BC nanofibrils bundles are well parallel to each other due to the alignment process. The inset 

shows a photograph of the aligned BC film after a stretching test. The yellow box indicates the observation site 

under the optical microscope.   

 

Figure S7. Morphology of fracture surface of aligned BC film at 40% wet-drawing strain. An optical 

microscope image of an aligned BC after a stretching test, clearly showing that the strongly aligned BC fibers 

are parallel to each other. 
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Table S1. Comprehensive comparisons of our developed BC film with some typical previously 

reported BC films and other cellulose films.  

Sample 
Name 

Fabrication 
Method 

Microstruct
ure  

Mechanical properties 
(strength, toughness) 

Fundamental 
insight (yes 
or no) 

Refs 

Highly 
aligned BC 
film 

Well-developed 
stretching 
(stretching-
shaking) 

Well-
aligned, 
compact 

~1GPa 24.7 MJ m-3 Yes 
This 
work 

Oriented 
nanofibrous 
BC film 

Stretching 
Partially 
aligned 

179 
MPa 

0.009 MJ m-

3 
No Ref. 1 

Stretched 
BC arrays 

Guided BC growth 
and wet-stretching 

Partially 
aligned 

260 
MPa 

3.5 MJ m-3 No Ref. 2 

PEG grafted 
CNF ribbon 

Stretching  Aligned 
576 
MPa 

10.9 MJ m-3 No Ref. 3 

NFC film Axially drawing Aligned  
474 
MPa 

4.9 MJ m-3 No Ref. 4 

NFC 
nanopaper 

Cold drawing 
Poor 
alignment 

428 
MPa 

6.56 MJ m-3 No Ref. 5 
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Figure S8. Mechanical properties comparison of BC films in our work with other cellulose films.  
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Figure S9. Mechanical properties comparison between the electrospun aligned cellulose nanofiber 

mats and our 40% BC film: (a) Tensile strength, (b) toughness.  
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Figure S10. Water uptake of our BC films and the conventional printing paper under various humidity 

conditions.  
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Figure S11. Humidity influence on the mechanical properties of our BC films.  
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Molecular dynamics simulation 

The fully atomistic simulations used the ReaxFF potential[9] as implemented in the LAMMPS (Large-scale 

Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator)[10] simulation package. The time step is 0.5 fs.  

 

 

Figure S12. (a) Initial well-aligned model, for top view and side view. There are in total 12 cellulose chains 

(each has nine hexagonal rings) in a periodical simulation box (dashed line).  Three alternating rows of cellulose 

chains are horizontally displaced about half the simulation box length. Green: carbon. Gray: hydrogen. Red: 

Oxygen. (b) Pressure-equilibrated well-aligned model. (c) Pressure-equilibrated random model.  

 

The construction of the well-aligned model is shown in Figure S12 (a). For equilibration, the system is subjected 

to NPT-ensemble dynamics at a pressure of 1 atmosphere (normal pressure controlled independently) and at a 

temperature of 300K, using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. The total duration of the run is 200,000 time steps. 

Figure S12 (b) shows the pressure-equilibrated structure. Then the mechanical deformation is applied by 

uniformly deforming the simulation box at a constant engineering strain rate of 0.0000025/fs, while the system 

is subjected to NVT ensemble with the temperature unchanged.  

The construction of the randomly-dispersed model follows two steps: 1) construction of a very large simulation 

box and placement of 12 cellulose chains inside it so that initially they do not interact with each other. 2) 

execution of NVT simulation for a sufficiently long time for each cellulose chain to adopt its typical 

morphology. 3) execution of NVT simulations with gradual shrinking of the simulation box size so that the 
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cellulose chains start to aggregate. The target simulation box size is set to the one shown in Figure S12 (c). 4) 

Execution of NPT simulations to equilibrate the system. After this step, the mechanical deformation is applied 

in the same way as for the well-aligned model.  

 

Figure S13. Deformation trajectory snapshots at different strains for the well-aligned (a), and random (b) 

models. 

 

The deformation trajectory snapshots for the aligned and random models under consideration are shown in 

Figure S13. The virial stress is commonly used to relate to the macroscopic (continuum) stress to molecular 

dynamics computations.[11] At every time step during the loading, the virial stress per atom (with the units of 

pressure × atomic volume) is computed by the LAMMPS code. To reduce random and temperature-related 

stress fluctuations, we average the computed stress data every 30,000 time steps, by summing up the virial stress 

of every atom in the system and averaging over the occupied volume of all the atoms, which we take as the 

volume of the simulation box after equilibration. The loading is applied along the x direction and we plot the 

normal virial stress tensor component along the x direction against the engineering strain. The engineering strain 

is defined as the increment of the box size along the x direction divided by its initial length. 
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Figure S14. (a) A aligned-short model with four or five hexagonal rings (the cellulose chain is shorter than for 

the model shown in Figure S12 (a)). Top view and side view. (b) Deformation trajectory snapshots at different 

strains.  

 

The top and side view of the aligned-short model with four or five hexagon rings is shown in Figure S14 (a). As 

observed from the deformation trajectory snapshots in Figure S14 (b), at a strain of 0.125, non-uniform 

deformation is already evident. For the model in Figure S13 (a), the deformation remains rather uniform even at 

a strain of 0.25. Such a difference in deformation mode causes a decrease in both maximum stress and 

toughness. 

 

 

 

 

 

Light scattering setup 

Figure S15 shows the light scattering setup, in which a 532 nm single mode laser (Thorlabs Inc.) was 

first collimated with a spot size around 200 µm before perpendicularly illuminating the samples. The 

incoming light rapidly diverges due to scattering within the samples. 
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Figure S15. Light scattering setup. A green laser beam with a wavelength of 532 nm transmits through the 

stretched BC film and shows strong light scattering on a white screen. A 40% wet-stretched BC film is placed 

between a green laser beam source and a screen. Strong light scattering is observed. The yellow dashed line 

enclosing the sample is drawn as a visual guide. 

 

Light scattering effects 
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Figure S16. The original BC film is placed on (a) and above the surface (1 cm above) (b) of grids made up of 

parallel vertical red lines and parallel horizontal blue lines, respectively. The aligned BC film is placed on (c) 

and above the grid’s surface (d). All lines can be clearly seen for both films when directly placing them on the 

surfaces of grids. For the aligned BC film, the vertical red lines are more visible than the horizontal blue lines 

due to anisotropic light scattering. 

 

Figure S16 shows a unique scattering effect of the aligned BC film. Grids are made up of vertical red lines and 

horizontal blue lines. All lines can be clearly seen for both the original and aligned BC films when placing them 

directly on the surface of the grid lines (Figure S16 a, b). However, all grids lines become hazy when the 

original BC film is placed 1 cm above the surface due to the high transmittance haze (Figure S16 c, d). For the 

aligned BC film, the vertical red lines are much clearer while the horizontal blue lines appear more blurry due to 

anisotropic scattering effects, which are in accordance with the anisotropic haze effect shown in Figure 5a, d. 
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